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CrossfitIt is true that one of the first adaptations of a person starting with CrossFit is weight
loss.Normally newbies see how relatively quickly, compared to other workouts such as gym
fitness or directed classes, their body tends towards its ideal weight. Since most of us carry extra
weight, this often means losing weight.And it is also evident that the more kilos you have to lose,
the more striking the change will be.Does that mean that CrossFit is specifically designed to
fulfill this function? The general answer is no, the answer in more detail includes a “but
yes”.Functionality, the true goal of CrossFitCrossFit is a very complete training program that
seeks for the athlete (including everyone who does this sport, not just elite athletes) to develop
their general physical abilities:Cardiovascular enduranceEnergy
resistanceForceFlexibilityPowerVelocityCoordinationAgilityBalancePrecisionThat's the definition
of CrossFit according to its creator Greg Glassman. It is used as a small commandment, and
nowhere is "lose weight" included.At the same time, it is specified that it is a training based on
functional movements practiced at high intensity, and this work usually involves a great effort
that usually translates into weight loss.Doing all this work is going to take a lot of effort on your
part.If you are overweight, you will get rid of it practicing CrossFit ®, but get used to the idea,
you will have to work out.Therefore, although it is not the main goal, weight loss usually
accompanies the rest of the results, which is why you train in CrossFit.What to do to lose weight
in CrossFit?As you might imagine, losing weight is still a task that involves more than one task.
There is no magic, no one can tell you to focus only on doing CrossFit, or dieting, or taking this
supplement ...Losing weight remains one of the most common problems in the general
population. In addition, it is a recurring problem because people tend to follow a diet, instead of
learning to eat, to abandon that diet and suffer the rebound effect that leaves them worse than at
the beginning.If you want to lose weight once and for all, there is only one way: by changing your
lifestyle.Only if you really care about the goal, will you be willing to learn. I give you the
information so that you do not waste time or your health, and you put all your efforts, you will
achieve your goals.I often receive the grateful account of people who say it has changed their
life.My book will help you lose weightTake charge of your healthOvercoming false myths about
CrossFitKnow exactly what foods are good for your healthLose weightImprove your
digestionsGain energyControl your cravingsIntegrate this diet as a true lifestyleAnd yes,
CrossFit will help you meet your physical goals, but you will never get the results you are looking
for unless you learn to eat the way you deserve.

"This is truly a terrific group program for clients ready t quit smoking."--Doody's Health Sciences
Review, a 4-star review!!--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorBonnie
Spring is the Director of Behavioral Medicine, Co-Program Leader in Cancer Prevention,



Department of Preventive Medicine at Northwestern University, in Chicago, IL.--This text refers
to the paperback edition.
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CROSSFITHow to Lose Weight with CrossFit, Routines and Exercises.Copyright © Kaiser Wolf
KleinDear Reader:Thank you for purchasing this precious book! We are glad that you have
found what you are looking for.This greeting is to thank you for being part of our loyal family of
readers. We are so grateful for your purchase, because we wouldn't be here without loyal
readers like you.He could have chosen any other Book, but he chose ours. So we really
appreciate that you made that decision.Thanks again and enjoy!Our goal is that you are always
satisfied. We hope to see you again in our next editions, which I personally assure you will be
more pleasant.We would be very happy if you would take a minute of your time to rate our book
on the “Ebook Tops.com” page (it is the same page where you bought this book), and at the
same time express your opinion in the comments, so that other people that look for the same
thing that you were looking for, can find it more easily.Have a great day!Sincerely,Kaiser Wolf
Klein and team.INDEXCrossfitFunctionality, the true goal of CrossFitHow long does it take to
lose weight with CrossFit?What to do to lose weight in CrossFit?Myths about CrossFit and
losing weightI want to do CrossFit and lose only my belly or legsSince I have been doing
CrossFit, I have been weighing moreI don't want to do CrossFit because I muscle too fast7
fundamental exercises every CrossFit athlete should master sooner or later7 Fundamental
CrossFit Exercises You Must Master1- The front squat or front squat2- Deadlift or deadlift3-
Muscle up4- Clean or loaded5- Clean and jerk6- Double under and / or air bike7- Wall ball shots
or medicine ball throwsCROSSFIT DICTIONARYIN THE CROSSFIT WE HAVE OUR OWN
DICTIONARY AND NOMENCLATURE OF TERMS TO BE ABLE TO ABBREVIATE OR
SUMMARIZE THE NAMES OF MANY OF THE EXERCISESHere we leave you a dictionary for
you to learnBasic CrossFit TermsCrossFit Movements and Their AbbreviationsMaterials /
equipment for CrossFitCrossfit workouts. Everything you need to know to train correctlyWhat are
crossfit workoutsTypes of crossfit workoutsDifferences between Crossfit and functional
workoutsRoutines, charts and examples of Crossfit workoutsThese are the 21 girls:If you still
have breath left, now we present you 21 heroes:The 12 Wildest Crossfit Wods I've TriedThe 12
most extreme Crossfit wodsFran:MurphKalsuThe DonKing kongMiagiEvent breathlessIron
TriathlonTrail Run GamesEvent 9: The SeparatorEvent 15: RedemptionSpanish Throwdown.
Wod 4: Assault wodCrossfitIt is true that one of the first adaptations of a person starting with
CrossFit is weight loss.Normally newbies see how relatively quickly, compared to other workouts
such as gym fitness or directed classes, their body tends towards its ideal weight. Since most of
us carry extra weight, this often means losing weight.And it is also evident that the more kilos
you have to lose, the more striking the change will be.Does that mean that CrossFit is
specifically designed to fulfill this function? The general answer is no, the answer in more detail
includes a “but yes”.Functionality, the true goal of CrossFitCrossFit is a training programvery
complete that seeks that the athlete (includes everyone who does this sport, not only elite
athletes) develop their general physical capacities:Cardiovascular enduranceEnergy
resistanceForceFlexibilityPowerVelocityCoordinationAgilityBalancePrecisionThat's the definition
of CrossFit according to its creator Greg Glassman. It is used as a small commandment, and



nowhere is "lose weight" included.At the same time, it is specified that it is a training based on
functional movements practiced at high intensity, and this work usually involves a great effort
that usually translates into weight loss.Doing all this work is going to take a lot of effort on your
part.If you are overweight, you will get rid of it by practicing CrossFit ®, but get used to the idea,
you're going to have to work it out.Therefore, although it is not the main goal, weight loss usually
accompanies the rest of the results, which is why you train in CrossFit.How long does it take to
lose weight with CrossFit?If you do the exercises well and eat correctly, you will lose weight
relatively quickly. Many people are able to appreciate significant changes at 3 months, and even
more striking at 6. However, a date cannot be established because each person and case is
different, each body has a different metabolism and it is a formula that includes many variables.It
is entirely valid that your main goal for signing up for CrossFit is weight loss. If that is your
motivation, there is nothing to discuss. Without realizing it at the same time you will improve your
physical condition and health, but do not forget what really matters.Make surethat you learn the
correct technique to perform the exercisesand thus avoid injuries. Do not focus your effort only
on losing weight. In fact, I am convinced that when you are fully involved, your point of view will
change to focus on improving performance, enjoying learning and training in community. You will
achieve many achievements that you had not planned in the beginning.What to do to lose
weight in CrossFit?As you might imagine, losing weight is still a task that involves more than one
task. There is no magic, no one can tell you to focus only on doing CrossFit, or dieting, or taking
this supplement ...Losing weight remains one of the most common problems in the general
population. In addition, it is a recurring problem because people tend to follow a diet, instead of
learning to eat, to abandon that diet and to suffer the rebound effect that leaves them worse than
at the beginning.If you want to lose weight once and for all, there is only one way: by changing
your lifestyle.Only if you really care about the goal, will you be willing to learn. I give you the
information so that you do not waste time or your health, and you put all your efforts, you will
achieve your goals.I often receive the grateful account of people who say it has changed their
life.My book will help you lose weightTake charge of your healthOvercoming false myths about
CrossFitKnow exactly what foods are good for your healthLose weightImprove your
digestionsGain energyControl your cravingsIntegrate this diet as a true lifestyleAnd yes,
CrossFit will help you meet your physical goals, but you will never get the results you are looking
for unless you learn to eat the way you deserve.Myths about CrossFit and losing weightLet's
take a look at some of the most frequently asked questions regarding CrossFit and the
supposed magical effects. Let's see the truth and only the truth, because CrossFit has many
good things, it does not need us to invent more ��I want to do CrossFit and lose only my belly
or legsNo one (unless you are a cosmetic surgeon) can ensure you lose weight from here or
there. Not even in a CrossFit class.The physical adaptations of this sport involve a loss of body
fat, from which we cannot choose the area, and even an increase in muscle mass in general
since it works in a functional way.The only way you could focus your efforts on one area would
be by seeking muscle hypertrophy (making muscles grow) with a specific program. It is



somewhat more traditional of fitness room work. But it only refers to muscle gain, never fat
loss.Since I have been doing CrossFit, I have been weighing moreThe scale can be a guide to
assess your progress in your weight loss goals, but it cannot be the only one. If you look only at
what you weigh, you may be giving away a wrong idea of   what is really happening.As we have
mentioned, while fat is lost, our body increases muscle mass as an adaptation to the stimuli that
we give it in the CrossFit class. Muscles are part of the evolutionary process. They have to be
valued as a positive gain, but obviously it weighs. And, in addition, more than fat if we compare
its volume.So complete your scale measurements with tape measurements, for example. Many
times it is enough to look in the mirror to see that you have less waist, and more glute, for
example. But if you are one of those who like to do an analytical follow-up, don't just stick with
the number on the scale.I don't want to do CrossFit because I muscle too fastIn the same way
that we have commented that the results are usually to lose weight and gain muscle, not
everything is as fast as we think. In particular, muscle gain is usually a slower process than we
think.There are different types of metabolism that are more or less easy to achieve a more
athletic body with less fat and more muscle, but even so, no one sets foot in a CrossFit box and
automatically begins to grow new muscles like mushrooms.If we look for information about
CrossFit and we see elite athletes who dedicate themselves and live for this sport, we will be
making a big mistake. We cannot think that we will have the physique of Mat Fraser or Tia
Toomey who are the fittest people in the world for several years in a row.Your planning of
workouts, meals, breaks ... it has nothing to do with yours or mine that we do CrossFit for fun. So
don't worry, you can grab an iron bar that won't turn into the Hulk automatically.7 fundamental
exercises every CrossFit athlete should master sooner or laterIf you want to be a good CrossFit
athlete, whether you compete or not, there are 7 fundamental exercises that you must master
sooner or later. We tell you what they are so you can get on with them to the full.5, 10, 20 ... there
would be dozens of exercises you should master to be a good CrossFit athlete, whether you
compete or not. In fact, the best thing about CrossFit is that, improving yourself day by day,
improving your technique more and more and mastering the more exercises the better. But there
are 7 fundamentals that you should have as strong points yes or yes.7 Fundamental CrossFit
Exercises You Must Master1- The front squat or front squatA basic movement to give strength
and power to your entire lower body, and that will help you improve in other exercises such as
the push jerk.Among the mistakes you should avoid: not resting the bar on your chest or
lowering your elbows during the movement. Provides flexibility, helps to correct your body
posture and provides firmness to the core also and in a comprehensive way.This content is
imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in another format, or you may
be able to find more information, at their web site.2- Deadlift or deadliftA basic of powerlifting
and basic full body exercise in CrossFit and in any fitness routine. Profits? Everyone. Significant
strength gains and helps burn fat, for example. Straight back, look straight ahead and strong
glutes.This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in
another format, or you may be able to find more information, at their web site.3- Muscle upDoing



strict pull-ups is fine, but you have to master the muscle up to perfection, as the Fittest in Spain
2019 Alexander Anasagasti told us. By doing muscle-ups, you work out all of these muscles:
upper back, biceps and triceps, pecs, and core. It is a perfect movement to gain strength,
muscle mass and balance.It is essential not to force the elbows too much to avoid injuries,
especially when at the beginning we raise one arm before the other.And another key factor will
be to pull on the bar with the greatest power you can, to place the bar below our chest at the end
of the pull.4- Clean or loadedMuscles worked: it is a multi-joint exercise and they are exercised
from the hip flexors to the glutes, the quadriceps or the traps. It's great for building potency and,
of course, burning fat.This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same
content in another format, or you may be able to find more information, at their web site.5- Clean
and jerkOlympic lifting that involves a lot of muscles and that, in addition to improving your
cardiovascular capacity, will help you gain strength throughout the body and build a lot of
muscle.This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in
another format, or you may be able to find more information, at their web site.6- Double under
and / or air bikeA little cardio with the double under and the air bike. If you want to gain
resistance for when you play long WODs, the air bike is essential and the double under as well.
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